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June 13, 1988

t- Dr. J. Nelson Grace
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30327

Dear Dr. Grace:

Reference: NRC Inspection Report No. 50-160/87-07 and Subsequent
Enforcement Action Taken by NRC

We have been examining and reexamining = issues and concerns
raised by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission),
Region II (RII) and by us concerning the.past operation of the
GTRR. We consider'this self-evaluation to be vital in the process
of establishing a firm foundation'for both safe and efficient
operation of the facility. 4

Reflection on past events and careful study of the pertinent
~

'

facts has led us to conclude that several very important matters
continue to be. cloaked with uncertainty. We believe that RII may
have in its possession information which, if shared with GTRR
management, would enhance the safe operation for which we jointly
strive, as well as improve compliance with Commission requirements
in the future. We believe that RII's providing this information to

; the GTRR management would be consistent with the mitTion of the NRC-

i and would have a positive impact on the public healch and safety.

Three situations arose during the course of the inspection,
investigation, and enforcement action which continue to be a source
of conf usion which RII could possibly help resolve. In the,

| following paragraphs pertinent background information is provided
for each situation followed by questions. We would be most

' appreciative if you could give us answers which would help us
resolve existing uncertainty and confusion.

Situation 1

On January 22, 1988, an exit interview was held by the NRC with
GTRR management. On the morning of that day the Manager of the
Office of Radiation Safety (MORS) provided to the Director, Neely
Nuclear Research Center (NNRC), a record of smear surveys taken in
the NNRC in the month of August, 1987. This was the first time
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these records had been produced for the Director's evaluation and
use. These surveys included the August 19, 1987 survey taken one
day after the cadmium spill. After study of the surveys, the
Director asked the MORS if the survey had been provided to the NRC
Radiation Specialist Inspector who conducted the RII inspections of
December 16, 1987, January 4-5, and 14-22 1988. The MORS replied
that the inspector was told that the smear survey existed, but that
the inspector had not specifically asked for a copy of it nor had
he examined it. ,

The exit interview of January 22, 1988 was attended by the RII
Deputy R(gional Administrator, The Section Chief responsible for
GTRR, the aforementioned Radiation Specialist Inspector and a
Reactor Physics qualified Inspector; GTRR personnel attending were
the Georgia Tech Vice President for Research, the Director and the >

Associate Director, NNRC, and-the Georgia Tech Director of Research
Communications. Immodiately after the exit interview, tne press i

interviewed (in the following order) the Deputy Regional I

Administrator, RII, the Georgia Tech Vice President for Research,

and the Director, NNRC. The Director, NNRC, provided the August ;
4

19, 1987, smear survey to the press. It showed that the cadmium
'

,

spill was limited to the top of the reactor. It was our impression
that the Deputy Regional Administrator, RII, was surprised and#

somewhat taken back by this information.

'

On that day, January 22, 1988, the Section Chief for the GTRR
understood that the Deputy Regional Administrator wanted to know
why this significant survey information had not been provided to
the Radiation Specialist Inspector at the time the inspection was .

conducted. He also asked that a copy of the survey be provided to
RII. Attachment A to this letter is a copy of the response mailed,

to RII on January 22, 19?8. Note that it contained the smear
survey of August 19, 1987 as well as a copy of the survey performed
on the residence of the Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) who caused
the spill on the top of the reactor.

The August 19, 1987, survey indicated that no contamination was
found on the catwalk (location 89 on the second floor), on the
ground floor, on the second floor including the step-off pad next
to the reactor top, or on the first floor except for location (57)

'
directly below r.he spot where the cadmium can was opened. Location
87 is an area of about 10 ft-sq where contamination levels of
100-200 cpm above background were measured.

NRC Inspection Report (IR) No. 50-160/87-08 is based on i

inspections starting some four months later on December 16, 1987,
.

January 4-5 and 14-21, 1988. It is stated on page 6 of the report, L

"The Inspector reviewed licensee records of weekly gross
radiological surveys conducted during August (sic) 1987. For the l

,

August 19, 1987 (sic) survey, only the south main floor area

i

!

!
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(location 7), directly beneath the top of the reactor shield area
where the experiment material was handled, indicated radiation
levels approximately 100-200 cpm above background."

Questions:

1. Did the MORS or other Of fice of Radiation Saf ety (ORS)
personnel in fact inform the Radiation Specialist Inspector
of the existence of the August 1987 survey document or its
contents?

2. Did the Inspector ask to see all pertinent records and if
so were they provided to him for his inspection?

3. If the Rauiation Specialist Inspector did not see the
August 19, 1987, smear survey as claimed by the Deputy
Regional Administrator and Section Chief responsible for
the GTRR, how could the description of the survey results
(as described above in IR 50-160/87-08) appear in the
report? It is clear that the information could not have
come from facts provided by NNRC at the related Enforcement
Conference, since that conference is not referenced in the
IR.

It is stated on page 6 of the referenced IR, "In the afternoon
of August 19, 1987, radioactive contamination, approximately
100-200 counts per minute (cpm) above background, was found on the
first (main) floor of the reactor containment building during
routine surveillance activities. Discussion with cognizant
license e health physics staf f indicated that followup surveys of
the licensee facilities showed radioactive contamination in the
south t.o southwest areas of the reactor containment building
including the floor area on top of the reactor shield near the
storage pigs; the main floor and on equipment located there; and at
the same elevation as the top of the reactor shield."

Questions

4. What documents contained the above referenced 10 0- 2 0 0 c pm
above background levels on the containment (main) floor?

5. Which documents contained the followup Lurveys?

6. Were any results corveyed verbally (without contemporaneous
official documentation backup) to the Radiation Specialist
Inspector? By Whom? What results?

It is stated on page 6 of the IR, 'From discussion with cognizant
licensee representatives the ir.spector determined that from
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approximately one-fourth to one-third of the reactor containment
building had measurable contamination above background levels."

Questions

7. Given the obvious conflict between the inspec to r ' s
determination and the August 19, 1987 survey, how and
based on what information did the inspector determine that
approximately one-fourth to one-third of the reactor
containment building had measurable contamination?

8. What amount of measurable contamination was found? Who
found it?

GTRR has no records of surveys taken at the time which
indicated a large, as opposed to very small, spread of
contamination. Subsequent surveys taken in late January, 1988,
included ventilation ducts (never cleaned before), filters,
vertical walls and louvers of ventilation ducts in close roximity
to the area of the August spill. None of these surveys showed any
traces of cadmium.

A memorandum from a technician in the ORS dated August 24,
1987, to The Director, NNRC, stated in the opening paragraph,
"Decon efforts in the form of masslinn mopping, wet mopping, and
wiping down were concentrated in the areas of the reactor top,
catwalk, control room area, and the main floor."

This statement implies that those areas were cleaned because
they were contaminated, perhaps heavily. Nonetheless, the curvey
of August 19, 1987, showed no contamination on the catwalk, control
room area or the main floor except for the 100-200 cpm above
background at area 67 directly below the spot where the cadmium can
was opened. No other information concerning pre-decontamination
levels is provided by the memorandum.

The MORS, in a memorandum to the Director, NNRC, dated August
20, 1987, (Attachment C) refers to unusual contamination of 400 cpm
on the main floor. This 400 cpm is, according to the MORS, the
same as the 100-200 cpm above background reported for area 97 in
the August 19, 1987, survey. Since the normal background in the
containment is taken to be approximately 100 cpm, it is unexplained
how the 400 cpm number was obtained.

Questions

9. Is the NRC aware of any supporting documents which
indicate, contrary to our best information, that the
catwalk, the control room area or the main floor or any
other area of the main floor (other than area 87) required
decontamination?
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10. Are there any documents which support the numbers provided
in the memorandum from the MORS?

(The preceding questions bear on the safety of the
uperation of the GTRR in that it has become increasingly
important'to verify the completeness of surveys and other
information provided by former ORS personnel. Since this .

!information and these records are used in the daily
operation of the facility as background and as referents,
it bears directly on the f acility's saf e operation.)

Situation 2

On March 18, 1988, the MORS demanded of us that: "Georgia Tech f

will pay all lawyer's fees and associated expenses that I have
incurred and will incur in the future in my efforts to protect my
welfare in the face of~ harassment, intimidation, demotion and
slander that I have been subjected to in the past eighteen months."

~

| We are totally unaware of what it is that is supposed to have
occurred 18 months earlier which would have led the MORS to feel a
need for an attorney. Even the reorganization of the NNRC was not |

contemplated in October, 1986. :
.

RII may have helpful information about ORS personnel actions to'

disrupt the new organization of NNRC. These actions may have
persisted even af ter issuance of an order by Georgia Tech's
President to implement the change. RII knowledge and of course;

1
: tacit acceptance of the change is found in IR No. 50-160/87-08,

pages 12-13.;
j

We assumed that RII was also aware that ORS personnel attempted '

,

i to f urther disrupt Georgia Tech's management and organization and
; separate the ORS from NNRC. The Georgia Tech student newspaper,
' "The Technique", was the device used to publish both articles and i

letters dealing with disruptive actions to both management and I

; organization within the Institute.
t

Questions ;
I

11. Did RII or the Of fice of Investigations (OI) investigate !

the possibility of personnel of the ORS deliberately ,

misleading NRC inspectors as to the impact of the August ;
,

j spill? !
:

| 12. Did RII make any attempt to independently verify (for
; example, through the use of official records, required by !

j the NRC to be maintained by the licensee) just how accurate
' or inaccurate the information provided by personnel of the e

'

i
ORS was?

'
!

'
4
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13. If such an investigation was performed, when was it done '

and what were its findings?

Note: It can be demonstrated that members of the ORS were
unhappy about the reorganization. The motive for this is unclear, !
but it may be selcted to the increased pressure put on the ORS
after the rsorganization by the Director, NNRC, to both perform in'

'
accordance with NRC and State Requirements and to appropriately i

document that performance. Subsequent audit of the ORS activities ;

prior to the replacement of the MORS and other ORS personnel
indicates the possibility of at least negligence if not !

malfeasance, in the performance of required duties. This
information is safety related for reasons previously described
above, and also may indicate the necessity for cautious evaluation
of data collected by these individuals. ,

i i
Situation 3j

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, section 2.202.c
1 states:

"When the Deputy Executive Director for Regional Operations >

or the Deputy's designee finds that the public health, !g

safety, or interest so requires, or that the violation is i-

! willful, the notice of' violation may be omitted and an i

| order to show cause issued." !

| The order to show causa is specified in 10CFR2.202, testated !
I below for convenience: I

:

| (a) The Executive Director for operations during an |
i emergency as determined by the EDO, and Director of !

| Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Director of Nuclear
I Material Safety and Safeguards, Deputy Executive
! Director for Regional Operations, or the Deputy's

designee and Director, Office of Administration andi

! Resource Management, as appropriate may institute a
[

] proceeding to modif y, suspend, or revoke a license or
j for such other action as may be proper by serving on

1
; the licensee an order to show cause which wills

(1) Allege the violations with which the licensee is |
charged, or the potentially hazardous conditions or [

] other facts deemed to be sufficient ground for the [

: proposed action. |
i i

(2) Provide that the licensee may file a written answer to,

* the order under oath or affirmation within twenty (20)
3

days of its date, or such other time as may be ;
- specified in the order; }

,

I

k
;
'
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(3) Inform the licensee of his right, within twenty (20)
days of the date of the order, or such other time as
may be specified in the order, to demand a hearings

a
~

(4) Specify the issues; and

(5) State the effective date of the order. !

(6) A licensee may respond to an order to show cause by
filing a written answer under oath or affirmation.
The answer shall specif'.cally admit or deny each
allegation or charge made in the order to show cause,
and.may set'forth tne matters of fact and law on
which the licensee relies. The answer may demand a :

hearing.

(c) If the. answer demands a hearing, the Commission will
issue an order designat?,ng the time and place of
hearing.

(d) An answer or stipulation may consent to the entry of
,

an order in substantially the form proposed in the i
order to show cause. |

(e) The consent of the licunsee to the entry of an order ;

shall constitute a waiver by the licensee of a
hearing, findings of fact and conclusions of law, and !

c: all right to seek Commission and judicial review
,

or to contest the validity of the order in any
forum. The order shall have the same force and
effect as an order made after hearing by a presiding
officer or the Commission." ;

on January 20, 1988, the Order to Modify the Georgia Tech
License was issued without being preceded by an Order to Show [
Cause. The regulations in 10CFR2.201 and 2.202 appear to provide e

opportunity for the licensee to answer charges raised under any [
pretense and regardless of accuracy. This opportunity was not
afforded to Georgia Tech. On several occasions, individual RII
personnel have been overheard to say that the NRC operates under j
the philosophy of "you are guilty until proven innocent." We find
it hard to believe, of course, that this could be more than an ,

expession of individual opinion as opposed to official NRC |
philsophy.

Questions:

14s considering the followings f

:
>

l'

i
t
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a. Documented surveys show ',nat no contamination left o.

containment building; ,

b. The spill'was limited to primarily the reactor top and
did not meet reportability criteria;

c. The SRO involved was not subjected to internal
contamination; and

d. The public and NNRC personnel were in no danger;

Wh6t chain of reasoning caused RII and the NRC to issue an
order to Modify rather than an order to show Cause as is
required by the regulations? 5

15. Is it the policy and practice of the NRC to assume
guilt or were these utterances unauthorized and
mistaken impressions?

The mission of the NRC as we understand it and support it, is
to protect the public welfare anu national defense. GTHR is a
unique facility, deemed exceptional in promise by the National
Academy-of Science. In the areas of medical uses of atomic energy
as well as the potential for both dafense related and pure
research, the facility is a national resource. For these reasons,
GTRR management believes that the answers to the questions it has
posed are in the national interest as well as in the interest of
the facility.

IYour rerponse to these important questions within a reasonablei

period, say, 30 days, would be gratefully appreciated. It has been:

! indicated by RII personnel that the Region would provide safety
! related information, regardless of its source, in order to protect t

; the public health and safety and carry out the mission of the NRC.
| As you are aware, consideration of the future of GTRR is ongoing

and this information would be helpful in providing a clearer
'

! picture of the events of the past few months in order that
appropriate remedial steps can be taken. It is our earnest hope
that this letter be taken not as impertinent, hostile, or i

argumentative but in the spirit of opening new, clearer and more |

| candid communication between RII and Georgia Tech. In the long run L

the openness will, we believe, best serve the public interest and,

the respective missions of NRC and Georgia Tech.
|

As with all official communication, prompt inclusion of this
I document in our docket file would be appreciated. :

.

Sincerely, l
pc: Dr. J.P. Crecine l

j Dr. T.E. Stelson g , {gg _

Dr. R. Fuller
R.A. Karam !

Director |

! RAKajlr
i ',
|

| !
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